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1

[IMAGE] This is a typical work by which Australian cartoonist and poet?

2

[IMAGE] Which electronic robotic toy is pictured here?

3

[IMAGE] The Staff of Asclepius is chiefly associated with which profession?

4

[IMAGE] Which US TV teen drama is pictured here?

5

[IMAGE] Which two-time winner of the Man Booker Prize is pictured here?

6

[IMAGE] Which animated ABC TV series won the 2019 Logie for Most Outstanding
Children's Program?

7

[IMAGE] Who is this Brexiteer, former leader of the UK Independence Party, and
Member of the European Parliament for the constituency of South East England?

8

[IMAGE] What is the surname of New-Zealand born brothers Larry and Jim?

9

[IMAGE] Milton Obote was President of which African nation for two terms? (19661971 and 1980-1985)

10 [IMAGE] Which American singer/songwriter (1942-2013) is pictured here?
11 [IMAGE] Which company's logo is pictured here?
12 [IMAGE] What term describes the large, divided leaf such as those found on ferns?
In which trick-taking card game might one adopt the risky strategy of 'shooting the
moon'?
The 2014 album Cheek to Cheek was a collaboration between Tony Bennett and which
14
popular female singer?
13

15 Which EPL team plays its home games at Goodison Park?
16 In an Olympic final, the fastest qualifier swims in which number lane?
17 In the context of document scanning, what does the acronym OCR stand for?
18 Supermodel Gisele Bundchen hails from which country?
19 Which country's currency is the ringgit?
20

William H Macy received a Best Supporting Actor Oscar nomination for his role in
which 1996 Coen Brothers film?

21 How many times did the Apostle Peter deny knowledge of Jesus?
22 Chris Grant played 341 games for which AFL/VFL club?
23 In 1 July 2019, who became Australia's 27th Governor-General?
24

Which tower block in West London caught fire in June 2017 with the loss of some 72
lives?

25 In 1972 which US rock group released an album and hit single titled School's Out ?
26 What variety of cheese is traditionally used in the Italian dessert tiramisu?
Named for the constellation in which it apperas, which spiral galaxy is located
27 approximately 2.5 million light years from Earth and is the nearest major galaxy to the
Milky Way?
28 Bluto is the nemesis of which cartoon character?
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Question
What three-word phrase link former US president Barack Obama to children's TV
29
character Bob the Builder?
30 What four words does the vehicular surveillance technology ANPR stand for?
31

Which 3-hour 1990 film told the story of Civil War veteran John J Dunbar and his
encounters with a Sioux tribe?

32 The Monza motor racing circuit is located in which European country?
A monument to which disaster is located at Fish Street Hill, London, approximatley 60
metres from Pudding Lane?
34 Sturt's Desert Pea is the floral emblem of which Australian state?
Many Australian retailers hold EOFY sales early winter. What does EOFY stand for in
35
this context?
36 Diego Rivera twice married which fellow Mexican artist?
33

37

Which portmanteau sociological term refers to people in casual or contract
employment, generally living just above poverty but without predictability or security?

38 Allegro is a musical direction meaning to play in which manner?
39 Who rock band had a 1983 hit with Sunday, Bloody Sunday ?
40 Anil Kumble represented which country in international cricket?
41 Which poker hand has the alternative name Boat ?
42

Which sports drink was developed at the University of Florida? Appropriately its name
incorporates the nickname of that university's football team.

43

Which European country did the United States beat 2-0 in the final of the 2019 FIFA
Women's World Cup?

44 What is the only Australian state capital city NOT named for a person?
45 What bodily substance is over-produced in an allergic reaction?
46 Who played the title role in the 1936 film Poor Little Rich Girl ?
47 What literary character had an affair with Daisy Buchanan?
There are countless variations, but what specific ingredient is always present in the
Spanish dish paella?
A popular internet meme features the celebrity pet Tardar Sauce. What is the
49
creature's (and the meme's) more common name?
A news photographer named Paparazzo, the eponym of the word paparazzi, appeared
50
in which 1960 Federico Fellini film?
48

51 Ali Bhutto and his daughter Benazir are former Prime Ministers of which country?
The 1963 movie A Shot in the Dark was the second in which film franchise established
by Blake Edwards?
Robin Williams and Gene Hackman co-starred in the 1996 re-make of a 1978 Franco53
Italian comedy. Name either film.
52

54 Which US President was assassinated in Ford's Theatre, Washington D.C.?
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Question
Which 2005 historical novel by Australian author Markus Zusak became a 2013 film
starring Geoffrey Rush, Emily Watson and Sophie Nélisse?
Which 1970s British television series starred Tony Curtis and Roger Moore as Danny
Wilde and Brett Sinclair respectively?
The Mad Monk Grigori Rasputin befriended the royal family of which European
country?
Which 2013 sci-fi thriller starred Sandra Bullock and George Clooney as
astronauts stranded in space?

59 Which alcoholic spirit is sometimes known (particularly in England) as Mother's Ruin?
60

Which video game franchise has instalments set in Vice City and Liberty City, among
others?

61 What ingredient is present in a pizza rossa, but not a pizza bianca?
62 Nick Politis is chairman of which NRL team?
63

The 2019 Tour de France commenced Brussels, in tribute to which 5-time winner of
the race?

64 On which island on the Seine river in central Paris is Notre Dame cathedral located?
65

Dendrochronology is the scientific method of estimating the age of certain objects by
analysing what?

66 King Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
67 Lois Griffin and Glenn Quagmire are characters in which animated TV series?
68

Researchers are trying to develop a vaccine to save which Australian animal from facial
tumour disease?

69 Which island with about 60,000 inhabitants lies some 40 km north east of Trinidad?
70 What term denotes a bet placed before any cards are dealt?
Which actor's death prevented him playing the role of Dr Peter Venkman in the 1981
film Ghostbusters ? The role subsequently went to Bill Murray.
In the song (Sittin' On) The Dock of the Bay , which US state does the singer leave for
72
San Francisco?
The Giuseppe Garibaldi Trophy is awarded annually to the winner of a contest
73
between France and Italy in which sport?
71

74 Who is Network Ten's The Bachelor for 2019?
75 What country does the comic franchise The Smurfs hail from?
76 The so-called Bulgarian Riviera is adjacent to which body of water?
77

Which legendary music festival was held in August 1969 at Max Yasgur's dairy farm in
New York State, USA?

78 Which country is separated into two parts by the Malaysian district of Limbang?
79

The centre court at the Melbourne Park tennis centre is named after which Australian
tennis legend?

80 Who has been the only fictional character to be awarded a Gold Logie?
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Question
Skipper, Kelly (aka Shelly), Chelsea and twins Tutti and Todd are among the siblings of
81
which enduring fashion icon?
82 In the fashion world, what does FCUK stand for?
83

Which name is shared by a Hollywood legend (1930-1980) and the director of the 2013
movie 12 Years a Slave? [BOTH names needed]

84 Torn and Big Mistake were late 1990s hit for which Australian singer?
What is the term for the use of strong contrasts between light and dark, to achieve a
85 sense of volume in modelling three-dimensional objects and figures? Similar effects
are used in cinema and photography as well.
86 How many track events are included in an Olympic decathlon?
87

Which American musician owns a restaurant chain called, appropriately enough,
Margaritaville?

88 What US state shares the longest border with Canada?
What is the given name of both the protagonist of the Charles Dickens novel The
Pickwick Papers , and his manservant?
In 2017 the maximum number of characters in a standard Tweet was increased from
90
140 to what figure?
89

91 Which Australian comic actress has siblings named Liberty, Annarchi and Ryot?
92 Which city hosted the Commonwealth Games in both 1970 and 1986?
93 In 1796 Edward Jenner pioneered vaccination for which disease?
Which sport was supposedly invented in 1839 by future American Civil War general
94 Abner Doubleday? Legend says its mythical “first game” was played in Cooperstown,
New York on June 12 of that year.
95 In which Sydney suburb was the long running TV series Number 96 ostensibly set?
The Newtown Jets currently play in the Canterbury Cup, and are a feeder to which NRL
club?
Located about 100 km south-east of Broken Hill, the Menindee Lakes are connected to
97
which major river?
96

98 Where does South Australia sit in a ranking of Australian states by largest area?
99 What is the projection at the front of a saddle called?
100

In a 12 team sports league, how many games must be scheduled for each team to play
each other team both at home and away?
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